whale shark

octopus

(A shark, not a whale!)
The largest fish in the sea
-the size of a school busit eats only tiny creatures.

Now you see me, now you
don’t: The octopus can
change its skin to match
rocks and become nearly
invisible.

hammerhead
shark

sea turtle

With its wide head, it
detects hidden prey better
than any other shark.

Can eat stinging prey like
jellyfish without getting
stung. Chomp, chomp!

lionfish

sailfish

Getting their name from
their mane-like fins,
lionfish have venomous
spines. Yikes!

One of the fastest fish in
the sea, they can swim up
to 70 mph!

bottlenose
dolphin

sunstar

A kind of starfish
(sea star), the sunstar can
Dolphins have x-ray
regrow a lost arm.
vision (using the echoes of
They move with tiny
the sounds they make).
suction-tipped tube feet
Clever, clever!
under each arm.

humpback whale

green crab

World travelers that come This crab likes to live near
up for air, they swim 6,000 the shore. They have big
miles around the globe
claws and a hard shell for
each year!
protection.

leafy sea dragon

jellyfish

A kind of fish that has
fins shaped like leaves to
blend in with the seaweed.
Genius!

(Not a fish!)
Jellyfish have no brain,
blood, or bones. They
catch their food with long
stinging tentacles.

sea cucumber

moon snail

They can spit out their
guts to help them escape a
predator. Eww!

They eat clams by drilling
a hole into their shell to
slurp out the meat.

stingray

clam

This fish has a sharp barb
near its tail. When you
step into the water, be
sure to shuffle your feet in
the sand!

Clams grow their own
shells and stay hidden by
digging into the sand.

lobster
With their many legs,
lobsters love to crawl on
the bottom.

conch snail

Makes its own shell that
grows outside its soft
body. It lives in the same
shell its whole life!

reef shark
Sharks have many rows of
sharp teeth so they never
run out!

